
S K E T C H A P P E A L . C O . U K

  AN INVIGORATING NEW TEAM-BUILDING TONIC FROM SKETCH APPEAL!
The Social Sketchup

http://www.sketchappeal.co.uk/
https://www.sketchappeal.co.uk/


WHAT?
 



The Social Sketchup is a lively and uplifting experience designed to bring
colleagues together to explore, express and share their creativity.  

 
Sketchups unite people from all disciplines and levels of creative

experience:  including those who think they "can't draw"!  
 

Whether you're in Hospitality or Healthcare, Digital or Design: we believe
EVERYONE CAN DRAW and benefit from of a dose of Sketchup! 

 



Empowers: Gives people confidence to get
creative and try new things
De-stresses: Liberates the right brain through
the mindfulness of drawing
connects: People bond & unite through
observation, self-expression & collaboration
ignites: Sparks creative conversations & ideas
UPLIFTS: LEAVES PEOPLE FEELING INSPIRED AND
BUZZING WITH ENDORPHINS!

THE SOCIAL SKETCHUP:



feel the fear and
 DRAW IT ANYWAY! 

The focus of Sketchup is always on the creative process
and NOT the end results - which makes it a refreshing
change from working life!  There is no 'right' way to

draw - so there should be no fear of getting it 'wrong'!
 
 
 
 
 

Sketchup is a non-competitive experience and our
activities are fun, easy and great levellers.  We’ll get
you drawing with your right hand, with your left hand,
with your eyes closed… all of which takes the pressure

off and switches your inner artist ON! 

Armed with ideas, pencils and paper, 
we lure people out of their comfort zones

and into the CREATIVE PLAY ZONE!

You can't go wrong! 

There are no team leaders or winners -
and there are certainly NO RULES!



WHY? 



The joy of Sketch!
Drawing is one of the simplest, cheapest and most
accessible forms of active meditation out there.  Done
regularly like exercise, drawing can enhance our overall
wellbeing and there is stacks of scientific evidence
showing the positive effect it can have on the brain.
 
Drawing helps us to:

The Connection Between Art, Healing and Public Health – A Review of Current Literature (2010)

Experience mindfulness
Improve our concentration and ability to focus
Connect with our inner selves and each other
Explore and express our emotions and ideas
Build creative confidence and lateral thinking skills
Release endorphins and feel HAPPY!

“Creative engagement can decrease anxiety, 
stress and mood disturbances”



"play is the
highest form
of research"

0)

- Albert Einstein



WHAT EXACTLY
DOES A SKETCHUP

INVOLVE?



THE FORMAT
A typical Sketchup lasts 2 hours, but can be

timed to suit your needs. 

 

To get the creative juices flowing, all Sketchups

start with a round of interactive drawing

challenges, similar to those we set at our public

workshops.  This usually includes experimental

portraiture, collaborative games, dance-drawing

and a speed-sketching challenge!  

 

After this, you can choose either:

Zine-making

Sketchworking

Custom/general sketching activities



Working individually, you will create
a mini 8 page zine that shows and
tells others fun facts about you that
they might not know.  
 
It could be your (abridged!) life
story, a visual CV featuring the
first, worst and bets bits of your
career, or just a colourful and fun
zine about something/s you love!  
 
Alternatively, zines could be themed
around your business or products.
 

1) ZINE-MAKING



Everyone takes a turn to play
Artist's Model and pose for the
group to draw - and gets a stack
of sketchy new business cards at
the end! 
 
Sitters also get to play Art
Director and decide whether they'd
like a set of regular (dominant
hand) or experimental (non-
dominant) portraits! They also get
to pick the songs that play out as
they pose, which can make for an
ecclectic soundtrack!

2) SKETCHWORKING



Where else can you get a set of business cards like this!



If you'd like a fun and interactive
session full of short challenges and
collaborative group work, then we'll
deliver a classic Social Sketchup
recipe! 
 
We can keep it general, or customise
the challenges around your brand or
specific skill you're looking to
develop - e.g. leadership, 
self-esteem.  We LOVE coming up with
new ideas around a set theme, so get
in touch if you'd like to see your
business - and your team - come to
life in new ways! 

3) GENERAL OR 
BESPOKE 



"A REALLY NEW WAY OF BONDING"
"A UNIQUE DE-STRESSING SESSION"

"BRILLIANT - NOT THE USUAL 'FORCED' FUN!"
"A GREAT WAY TO HAVE SOME FUN WHILST GETTING TO KNOW

COLLEAGUES"
"HIGHLY RECOMMEND IT! YOU FORGET ABOUT THE STRESS AND

PRESSURES OF YOUR DAY AND JUST HAVE A LAUGH!"
"WE ALWAYS DO SOMETHING COMPETITIVE SO IT WAS NICE JUST

TO HAVE FUN"
"SO DIFFERENT AND UNIQUE: I'VE NEVER DONE ANYTHING LIKE

THIS AND IT WAS GREAT!"
  
 

Just some of the lovely feedback we received after
delivering a Sketchup for Lee Hecht Harrison Penna!

https://www.lhh.com/lhhpenna/en


Through our magazine, workshops and collaborations, we
aim to inspire and empower people with new ideas and
confidence to experiment and express their creativity

- and have loads of fun while they're at it!
 

Sketch Appeal is all about making time for creative
play and unlocking the inner artist and child within.  

 
From Doctors to Designers, we believe EVERYONE CAN
DRAW and benefit from leading a healthy sketchlife!

Sketch Appeal is a female-led social
enterprise which promotes everyday

creativity and the joy of sketch!

WHO WE ARE



Your Sketchup will be devised by Sketch Appeal Founder
Dulcimer Draws and - subject to location and
availability - it will be delivered by her too! If
Dulcimer isn't available, one of our fully-trained
Sketchologists will deliver it - so you'll always be in
safe creative hands!  
 
Dulcimer started running social sketching events as her
side hustle 3 years ago, before quitting her FT job to
launch Sketch Appeal last July. She is passionate about
empowering people through creativity and bringing
brands, teams and businesses to life in new ways!  
 
Throughout her 15 year career in brand marketing, she's
also participated in quite a lot of REALLY BORING team-
building workshops, so she knows exactly what to do -
and what not to do! :) 
 
 
 

OUR EXPERTISE



FOR FEES & TO DISCUSS YOUR NEEDS 
EMAIL Dulcimer@sketchappeal.co.uk
 
@SKETCHAPPEAL
SKETCHAPPEAL.CO.UK

CONTACT US

http://www.sketchappeal.co.uk/
https://www.sketchappeal.co.uk/

